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ABSIRACT 

The Louisiana continental shclf is the most prolific offshore hydrocarbon 

province in the nation. Siliciclastic Miocene strata in south Louisiana and the northem 

Gulf of Mexico continental shelf is the most productive chronostratigraphic unit 

accounting for 40% of the hydrocarbons produced in the region and 40% of remaining 

proved reserves. 

The majority of active fields on the continental shelf of this region are confined to 

the upper Miocene and are considered mature. Future production in these fields will, 

therefore, require interfield and intrafield development. On the other hand only 5% of 

wells drilled on the Gulf of Mexico shelf have penetrated the lower Miocene strata 

(below 15,000 fit or 4572 m), in which there is an estimated 10.5 Tcf [297 biUion m ]̂ of 

deep-gas recoverable resources. With such great potential for new gas resources in the 

deep Miocene, there is a need for research to delineate a detailed structural and 

stratigraphic framework to guide ftiture exploration efforts in this region. 

The purpose of this study is to identify possible locations of potential undrilled 

resources in Miocene strata located in the Vermilion and South Marsh Island areas of the 

Louisiana continental shelf Previous work on this area by the Bureau of Economic 

Geology has produced a sequence stratigraphic framework and detailed structural 

analysis of the upper 3.0 seconds of strata within this seismic survey. Using this work as 

a frame of reference, we analyze regions in the lower 3.0 seconds of strata to produce a 

structural interpretation of the lower Miocene. 



Identification of structural and stratigraphic features in the lower Miocene 

provides information as to the formation and trapping of hydrocarbons in the area. Our 

methodology incorporates the interpretation of seismic attribute, coherency slice, and 

isochron and isopach maps to identify areas of potential hydrocarbon accumulation. In 

addition \ve use sonic logs and synthetics in our interpretation to approximate the depth to 

vvhich these potential resources may be found. 

This project has produced: (1) An interpreted seismic data set that has been 

correlated to well logs using synthetic seismograms; (2) A geologic description that 

emphasizes structure below 3.0 seconds (ie. the lower Miocene); (3) Identification of 

regions in the lower Miocene with structural or stratigraphic features that could hold 

fiiture reserves and the relationship to regions of current production. Some of these 

features identified are a delta lobe, a drop graben with rollover features and bright spots, 

and several traps associated with salt structures and growth faults. 
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CHAPllíR I 

INfRODUCTION 

Overview 

The Gulf of Mexico Basin (including the Gulf Coast Plain) is one of the most 

prolific hydrocarbon-producing regions in the world. An increasing demand for 

hydrocarbons in the United States has focused attention on the Gulf of Mexico, and as a 

result has created an increase in exploration and production activity in this region. 

Specifically, siliciclastic Miocene strata in south Louisiana and the northem Gulf of 

Mexico's outer continental shelf is the most productive of all chronostratigraphic units in 

the Gulf of Mexico basin. Miocene strata accounts for 40% of the hydrocarbons 

produced on the outer continental shelf of the northem Gulf of Mexico and 40% of the 

remaining proved reserves (Hentz and Zeng, 2003). This production can be attributed to 

very favorable stratigraphy and a variety of stmctural traps. 

Most of these Miocene resources (99% of cumulative production, 61% of 

remaining proved reserves) are restricted to the present continental shelf (Hentz and 

Zeng, 2003). The majority of active fields here are considered mature indicating that 

future promise in these fields will be through interfield and intrafield development. 

However, only 5% of all wells drilled on the Gulf of Mexico shelf have penetrated strata 

below 15,000 fît (4572 m), in which there is an estimated 10.5 tcf [297 biUion m ]̂ of 

deep-gas recoverable resources (Hentz and Zeng, 2003). This strata below 15,000 ft. in 



the shelf area is deep Miocene strata which holds promise for additional resources and 

new plays. 

With more than one-third of proven recoverable natural-gas resources of the Gulf 

of Mexico remaining to be produced from Miocene shelf-bound fíelds and the potential 

for new gas resources from the deep Miocene, a need exists for a detailed stmctural 

ft-amework to guide future exploration and production efforts in the Gulf of Mexico's 

continental shelf 

Geological Historv 

The Louisiana Continental shelf is part of the northem Gulf of Mexico Basin, 

which appears to have begun forming in Triassic time by divergent plate-tectonic 

processes along the trailing passive margin of the North American Plate. Laramide 

tectonism during latest Cretaceous-early Tertiary time provided voluminous quantities of 

terrigenous siliciclastic sediment from uplif ted source areas for deposition within the 

northem Gulf Basin throughout the Tertiary period (Shideler, 1987). Voluminous 

sediment influx continued during the Pleistocene, partly controlled by the advances and 

recessions of continental glaciers in North America. This continued sediment influx 

resulted in the accumulation of a wedge of Cenozoic deposits, locally exceeding 50,000 

feet (15 km) in aggregate thickness (Shideler, 1987). The basinal depocenter, located 

along successive shelf edges, migrated throughout Cenozoic time in response to shifting 

sediment sources in both gulfward and lateral directions. Because rapid sedimentation 



cxceeded the rate of regional subsidence, the northem Gulf shelf edge prograded as much 

as 402 km (250 mi) gulfward sincc the end of the Cretaceous (Woodbury et al., 1973). 

During Mioccne time, streams from the north and west carried sediments to the 

northem margin of the Gulf of Mexico. These sediments, primarily sands and clays, 

were deposited under deltaic conditions, and redistributed over the continental shelf and 

onto the continental slope by waves and currents. The gradual outbuilding of the 

continental shelf that had characterized Eocene and Oligocene deposition in the 

Louisiana-Texas Gulf Coast region continued throughout the Miocene epoch (Figure 

1.1). Deposition of these gulfward prograding depocenters was intermpted repeatedly by 

transgressions that reflected increases in relative sea level and resulted in the deposition 

of ofifshore marine shales (Limes and Stipe, 1959). 

Prior to the beginning of the Miocene epoch, the streams contributing sediments 

to the Gulf Coast were located in the extreme westem portion of Louisiana and in Texas. 

This is indicated by the predominance of clastic sediments in southwestem Louisiana 

(Limes and Stipe, 1959). At the beginning of the Miocene, general subsidence of the 

basin floor began in south-central Louisiana. This subsidence continued throughout early 

and middle Miocene time, shifting the center of clastic sedimentation to the east (Figure 

1.2). 

At the beginning of late Miocene time, the area of greatest subsidence became 

more particularly localized in southem and offshore Terrebone Parish, forming the 

"Terrebone trough" (Figure 1.3). The greatest thickness of Miocene sediments along the 

Gulf Coast was deposited in this trough (Limes and Stipe, 1959). 



Stratiuraphy 

The Miocene section of coastal and offshore Louisiana is the thickest in the Gulf 

Coast (Figure 1.4). Sand, silt and shale make up the section, with sand in greatest 

percentage in the updip, mainly continental facies. The mid-dip belt of altemating 

shallow marine and transitional sediments is composed of altemating sand and shale. 

Clay and silt compose the more seaward areas, basinward of the depocenters. The Gulf 

Coast Miocene reaches its maximum thickness of at least 20,000 feet just offshore 

southeastem Louisiana, at the lower end of the Mississippi Embayment (Rainwater, 

1964). 

The Miocene section is defined to include sediments which occur between the top 

of the Anahuac formation and the top of the Bigenerina floridana zone. It is subdivided 

into biostratigraphic units, marked by foraminifera and nanoplankton extinction horizons 

that are widely accepted among south Louisiana geologists (Figure 1.5). The Miocene 

and younger sediments of south Louisiana are believed to reach a thickness of more than 

40,000 feet and comprise one of the great deltaic accumulations in the world. 

On the Louisiana continental shelf, the early (lower) Miocene (Burdigalian age) 

occurs above the Lenticulina hanseni and below the Planulina palmerae benthonic 

foraminiferal extinction horizons. In reference to planktonic foraminifera, the oldest unit 

occurs above the Globorotalia kugleri and below the Catapsydrax dissimilis extinction 

horizons. The top of the early Miocene section is established at the benthonic 

Cristellaria A - Discorbis B extinction horizon (Shideler, 1987). As a resuh of deep 

burial, early Miocene deposits are generally penetrated by wells in the northwestem 



comer of thc Louisiana shelf within thc northern parts of the West Cameron and East 

Cameron areas (Figure 1.7) (sce Figure 1.6 for location of cross-section A-A'). This 

locality was part of the early Miocene depocenter, which was oriented in an east-west 

direction along what is now the present Louisiana coast and inner shelf (Figure 1.2). The 

greatest penetrated thickness of early Miocene deposits is about 6,500 ft (1,981 m). 

The middle Miocene section (Burdigalian-Serravallian age) extends upward from 

the Cristellaria A - Discorbis B extinction horizon to the benthonic Bigenerina 2 -

Cibicides cartensi extinction horizon of the equivalent planktonic Globorotalia mayeri 

extinction horizon (Shideler. 1987). The area of well penetration of middle Miocene 

deposits is more common than early Miocene deposits, but is also mainly limited to the 

northwestem quadrant of the Louisiana shelf, including the Vermilion and South Marsh 

Island areas, which is the focus of this study. Relative to early Miocene well penetration, 

the more widespread eastward well penetration of the middle Miocene section is 

attributed both to its shallower depth and to a progressive eastward migration of the 

Miocene depocenter. By the end of middle Miocene time, the east-west oriented 

depocenter was in what is now southeastem Louisiana, just north of the modem 

Mississippi Delta (Figure 1.2). The greatest well penetrated thickness of middle Miocene 

deposits is about 9,300 ft (2,835 m) and is in the northemmost Vermilion area. 

The late Miocene section (Tortonian-Messinian age) extends upward from the 

Bigenerina2 - Cibicides cartensi extinction horizons oí Globorotalia merotumida 

(Shideler, 1987). Late Miocene deposits are penetrated by wells in the northem half of 

the entire Louisiana shelf, and show a regional thickening gulfward and eastward along 



depositional strike. Ihe eastward thickening is in response to the migrafing Miocene 

depocenter. By late Miocene time, the east-west oriented depocenter had migrated 

somewhat southeastward from its middle Miocene position to the shelf off southeastem 

Louisiana (Figurc 1.2). The greatest pcnetrated thickness of late Miocene deposits is 

about 9,200 ft (2.804 m). and is located in the northemmost West Delta area. 

Wells drilled in the lower, middle, and upper Miocene section of the continental 

shelf show chronostratigraphic units that reflect both gulfward and coast-parallel 

migrations of the basinal depocenter. The deposition of successively offlapping wedges 

of siliciclastic sediment in the northem Gulf Basin during Cenozoic time resulted in the 

development of three regional, coast-parallel magnafacies. These magnafacies are 

genetically related to major deltaic depositional systems that transported the large 

quantities of sediment into the Gulf Basin (Limes and Stipe, 1959). The magnafacies are 

based on sand-shale proportions, reflecting variations in depositional environments. In a 

gulfward direction, downdip facies transitions consist of a massive sand facies (>40 

percent sandstone), an altemating sand-shale facies (15-40 percent sandstone), and a 

massive shale facies (<15 percent sandstone) (Shideler, 1987). This facies transition is 

reflected by the early, middle, and late Miocene in well signatures. Unless salt is 

encountered, wells drilled to sufficient depth wiU penetrate these facies in the following 

order: f rst the massive sand, followed by the intermediate facies, and finally the massive 

shale (Figure 1.8). This sequence is characteristic of sediments deposited in a generally 

regressive sea on a prograding depositional wedge. 



Structure 

Rcgionally, the stmctural fi-amework of the Louisiana continental shelf consists 

of a gulfward dipping and thickcning assemblage of terrigenous strata. Superimposed on 

this regional framework is a complex fabric of local deformational features resulting from 

intrabasinal geostratic stresses caused by pronounced sediment-loading effects during the 

accretionary progradation of the northem Gulf continental margin (Shideler, 1987). The 

total Miocene section follows this gulfward dipping and thickening trend and has been 

deformed locally into smaller-scale uplifts and basins caused by deep-seated diapiric 

activity. The regional dip of Miocene strata is generally to the south and increases 

gulf̂ N'ard. The surface beds of the Louisiana coastal plain dip 20-30 feet per mile toward 

the coast. The average rate of dip in the Bigenerina humbeli zone (middle Miocene) 

ranges from 300 feet per mile in the intermediate facies to more than 800 feet per mile in 

the massive shale facies (Limes and Stipe, 1959). 

The regional dip is frequently intermpted by local stmctures such as growth faults 

and diapiric salt domes, which are related directly or indirectly to the plastic flow of 

sediments under gravity forces. Salt domes are a pervasive feature of the entire shelf 

that resulted fi-om the lateral flowage and vertical intmsion of an initially stratíform 

Jurassic salt deposit (Louaim Salt), which was stressed and mobilized by differential 

overburden accumulation (Shideler, 1987). They appear to be isolated diapirs, many of 

which coalesce at a greater depth (Figure 1.9). Salt domes are classified as either 

piercement or non-piercement (deep-seated). A piercement sah dome is defined on the 

Louisiana shelf as one which penetrates the facies above the massive shale (Limes and 



Stipe, 1959). Non-piercemcnt salt stmctures are more common gulfward toward the shelf 

break and generally occur at depths greater than the lower limits of well penetrafíon. 

Most of the diapirs arc salt structures however some of the uplift features along the outer 

shelf may also represent mobilized diapiric shale intmsions. 

Another common stmctural feature of the Louisiana shelf are systems of large-

scale growth faults oriented parallel or subparallel to depositional strike, generally in an 

east-west direction (Shideler, 1987). The growth faults formed contemporaneously with 

deposition, largely in response to differential sediment loading and gravity-failure along 

former shelf-edge flexures. They are always normal faults which generally parallel the 

regional strike. These gravity faults are characterized by a down-to-basin displacement 

with a notable thickening of displaced strata on the gulfward downthrown side relative to 

time-equivalent strata on the upthrown side. In addition, these growth faults demonstrate 

a progressive increase in stratigraphic throw with increasing depth. The throw increases 

with depth and the sediments are much thicker on the downthrovm side, because 

movement was contemporaneous with deposition. The magnitude of displacement can 

range from 200 to 800 feet at depths above 10,000 feet (Limes and Stipe, 1959). 

Post-depositional gravity faults are common in addition to the aforementioned 

syndepositional growth faults on the Louisiana shelf These are mainly tensional faults 

associated with salt dome stmctures where they have developed over the crests or along 

flanks of individual domes (Figure 1.10). These gravity fauhs occur individually, m horst 

and graben stmctures, or in systems that form parallel or radial pattems (Shideler, 1987). 



Oil and Gas Accumulation and Production 

rhe oftshore province of south Louisiana represents one of the largest 

concentrations of undrilled reserves in the world. The bulk of proven reserves in the 

Miocene are trapped on two basic types of stmctures: piercement and non-piercement 

salt domes, with the most productive type being the piercement salt dome. Each 

biostratigraphic unit of the Miocene produces oil or gas at some location in southem and 

offshore Louisiana (Figure 1.8). Most of the production is concentrated in the 

intermediate facies of altemating sands and marine shales. The massive sand facies 

frequently produces oil or gas only on large stmctures, but production fi"om this facies 

represents only a small portion of the total Miocene reserves. The erratic sands which 

occur in the massive shale or deep-water facies are generally not commercially 

productive but occasionally are well developed and can produce oil and gas in prolific 

quantities (Limes and Stipe, 1959). 

Production within the Miocene intervals generally shifts to the south and east as 

the producing imits become yoimger. This shift coincides vdth the southeastward 

migration of the center of deposition throughout the Miocene progression (Figures 1.11, 

1.12,1.13). 

Lower Miocene reservoirs in the offshore northem Gulf of Mexico have produced 

109.697 MMbbl (miUion barrels) of oil and condensate and 9.591 Tcf (trillion cubic feet) 

ofgas (1.817 Bboe (billion barrels of oil equivalent) [sum of liquids and gas]) (Seni, 

1997). Remaining reserves are 33.609 MMbbl of oil and condensate and 2.975 Tcf of 

gas (562.919 MMboe). The total original proved reserves (cumulative production and 



reserves) is 2.379 Bboe (Seni, 1997). Gas is the dominant hydrocarbon type, accounting 

for 94.0 percent of total original proved reserves. Both the total hydrocarbon endowment 

of lower Miocene reservoirs and the productive area of lower Miocene plays are much 

smaller than those of middle and upper Miocene reservoirs. Lower Miocene reservoirs in 

Louisiana have produced 539.506 Bcf (5.6 percent) of gas and 4.289 MMbbl (3.9 percent 

of oil) (100.287 MMboe) (Figure 1.14) (Seni, 1997). 

Middle Miocene reservoirs have produced 26.442 Tcf of gas and 636.027 MMbbl 

of oil and condensate (5.341 Bboe [sum of liquids and gas]). Remaining reserves are 

5.327 Tcf of gas and 231.242 MMbbl of oil (1.180 Bboe). The original proved reserves 

(sum of cumulative production and remaining proved reserves) of middle Miocene 

chronozones is 6.520 Bboe (Seni and Bebout, 1997). Gas is the dominant hydrocarbon 

type, accounting for 86.7 percent of original proved hydrocarbons in the middle Miocene. 

Louisiana reservoirs have accoimted for 2.412 Tcf (9.1 percent) of gas and 114.423 

MMbbl (18.0 percent of oil) (Figure 1.15) (Seni and Bebout, 1997). 

Upper Miocene reservoirs have produced 20.466 Tcf of gas and 2.990 Bbbl of oil 

and condensate (6.632 Bboe [simi of liquids and gas]). Remaining reserves are 4.594 Tcf 

of gas and 559.960 MMbbl of oil and condensate (1.377 Bboe). The original proved 

reserves (cumulative production and remaining reserves) of upper Miocene chronozones 

are 8.009 Bboe (Seni and Bebout, 1997). Hydrocarbons in upper Miocene chronozones 

are subequally divided between gas and oil; gas is the dominant hydrocarbon type, 

accoimting for 55.7 percent of original proved hydrocarbons. Reservoirs in Louisiana 

Offshore State waters have produced 1.554 Tcf (7.6 percent) of gas and 258.521 MMbbl 

10 



of oil and condensate (8.6 percent) (Figure 1.16) (Scni and Bebout, 1997). Compared 

with lower and middle Miocene chronozones, upper Miocene reservoirs constitute the 

highest percentage of oil (44 percent). In contrast, middle Miocene has 14 percent of 

original proved reserves and lower Miocene has 6 percent of original proved reserves 

(Seni and Bebout, 1997). 

The Miocene producing sands are usually grey, fine grained, poorly sorted 

quartzose sands. They are frequently argillaceous or calcareous and contain varying 

amounts of mica and other minerals. Their permeabilities range from 200 to 15,000 

millidarcys and porosities from 24 to 35 per cent (Limes and Stipe, 1959). 

Hydrocarbon accumulations in the Gulf Coast Miocene are closely associated 

with sediments which were deposited in particular environments. Such association is 

evidence that oil and gas are trapped near where they formed. Accumulations are in 

sands which were deposited in and at the fringes of deltas; they are not tmly alluvial 

sands and they are not tmly interdeltaic barrier island sands. Most of the accumulations 

are associated with local stmctural uplifts such as salt domes and "roUover" into growth 

fauits (Rainwater, 1964). These stmctures developed in imstable areas of fast subsidence 

where deltaic sedimentation was active during the intervals when reservoir rocks were 

being deposited. Source material for the hydrocarbons was deposited and preserved in 

the deltaic sands and prodeltaic silts and clays. Rapid burial of this organic-rich sediment 

during the major regressive stages of the Louisiana Gulf Coast catalyzed the formation of 

petroleum. There was slow deposition during the transgressive periods, which led to the 

deposition of marine shales. These shales may have some source material, but they 

11 



generally act as seals for the hydrocarbons in subjacent porous sands. However, 

permeability barriers are numerous in the sands themselves. 

Epoch Boundaries 

The depth extent of seismic coverage in the survey represents Pleistocene, 

Pliocene, Miocene, and Oligocene sedimentation. The Pleistocene Epoch occurred 

between 2.0 and O.OI Ma. The Pliocene Epoch occurred between 5.3 and 2.0 Ma. The 

Miocene Epoch occurred between 23.8 and 5.3 Ma and can be divided into lower (23.8-

16.5 Ma), middle (16.5-11.5 Ma), and upper (11.5-5.3 Ma) intervals. These intervals are 

determined by biostratigraphic indicators. According to Hentz and Zeng, 2003, the upper 

Miocene/PIiocene boimdary is approximately at 5500 ft (approximately 1.6 seconds twt) 

in the Starfak and Tiger Shoal field area. The middle/upper Miocene boundary is 

approximately at 8300 ft (approximately 2.26 seconds twt) in this area, and the 

lower/middle Miocene boundary is approximately at 13,900 ft (approximately 3.42 

seconds twt) (Figiu-e 1.18; see Figure 1.17 for seismic section location). 

12 
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Figure 1.1. Producing trends of the Gulf Coast Province (fi-om Limes and Stipe, 1959). 
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Figure 1.2. Locations of basinal depocenters on the Louisiana continental shelf during 
Neogene-Quatemary time. The center of Miocene clastic sedimentation shifts to 
the east progressively through the early, middle, and late Miocene (fi-om Shideler, 
1987). 
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Figure 1.3. Thickness of massive sands in the Terrebone trough of south Louisiana (firom 
Limes and Stipe, 1959). 
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Figure 1.4. Outcrop and thickness of Miocene sediments in the Gulf Coast (fi-om 
Rainwater, 1964). 
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Figure 1.5. Stratigraphic section of the Louisiana Gulf Coast. The Miocene is divided 
into biostratigraphic units. The column on the right lists common marker 
Foraminifera and assemblages (from Limes and Stipe, 1959). 
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Figure 1.6. Locationof cross-section A-A' (from Shideler, 1987). 
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Figure 1.7. Represenative strike-oriented geologic cross section (A-A') of the Louisiana 
shelf iUustrating regional structure and stratigraphy of the inner shelf sector (see 
figure 1.6 for location). The focus of this study is in the Vermilion and South 
Marsh Island Areas (fi-om Shideler, 1987). 
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Figure 1.8. Regional cross-section of the Miocene in south Louisiana. The stippled 
pattem represents predominant sand. Up-dip is the massive non-marine sand 
facies, down-dip is the deep-water shale facies, and in between is the intermediate 
facies of altemating sand and marine shale that produces most of the oil and gas 
(fi-om Limes and Stipe, 1959). 
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Figure 1.9. Distribution map of major salt domes, faults, and uplifts on the 
Louisiana continental shelf (Irom Shideler, 1987). 
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CRESTAL FAULTS OVER NON-PIERCEMENT 

SALT DOME 

Figure 1.10. Example of post-depositional faulting related to salt tectonics. Crestal faults 
are tensional faults that develop over the crest of a salt dome in horst and graben 
stractures when salt starts to become buoyant and rise in the section (from Fox, 
1986). 
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Figure 1.11. Lower Miocene producing trend in the Louisiana Gulf Coast (fi-om Limes 
andStipe, 1959). 
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Figure 1.12. Middle Miocene producing trend in the Louisiana Gulf Coast (fi-om Limes 
and Stipe, 1959). 
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Figure 1.13. Upper Miocene producing trend in the Louisiana Gulf Coast (fi-om Limes 
and Stipe, 1959). 
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Figure 1.14. Histogram ranking cimiulative production and reserves in lower Miocene 
plays according to jurisdictíon: Federal Offshore Contínental Shelf (OCS), Texas 
Ofifshore State waters, and Louisiana Ofifshore State waters (fi-om Seni, 1997). 
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Figure 1.15. Histogram ranking cumulative production and reserves in middle Miocene 
plays according to jurisdiction: Federal Offshore Continental Shelf (OCS), Texas 
Offshore State waters, Louisiana Offshore State waters, and Alabama Offshore 
State waters (fi-om Seni and Bebout, 1997). 
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Figure 1.16. Histogram ranking cumulative production and reserves in upper Miocene 
plays according to jurisdiction: Federal Ofifshore Continental Shelf (OCS), 
Louisiana Offshore State waters, and Alabama Offshore State waters (fi-om Seni 
andBebout, 1997) 
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Figure 1.17. Location of cross-section at in-line 1134 (Figure 1.18). 
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Figure 1.18. Seismic section at in-line 1134. Lower, middle, and upper Miocene 
boundaries are labeled at their approximate depth (Epoch boundaries in 
accordance with Hentz and Zeng, 2003). 
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CHAPTER 1! 

OBJECTIVES 

rhe purpose of this study is to identify possible locations of undrilled resources in 

Miocene strata located in the Vemiilion and South Marsh Island areas of the northem 

Gulf of Mexico's continental shelf The study area covers approximately 350 square 

miles (906.5 km^) of coastal waters just south of Marsh Island, Louisiana (Figure 2.1). 

Data consisted of two merged 3-D seismic surveys, State Lands (SL) 340 and Outer 

Contínental Shelf (OCS) 310 that cover six productive offshore fields: Starfak, Tiger 

Shoal, Amber Complex, Mound Point, Lighthouse Point, and North Lighthouse Point. 

The area is in the OIigocene-Miocene detachment province of the northem Gulf 

Coast continental margin. This region is characterized by thick deltaic shelf sediments 

which are deformed by large-displacement listric growth faults that sole on a regional 

detachment zone above the Oligocene section. Regional deformation is the result of salt 

mobilization. The faults originate in the autochthonous Jurassic Louann Salt or in the 

detachment zone represented by a sah weld that formerly contained a thick, 

allochthonous salt body (DeAngelo and Wood, 2001). 

A characteristic feature of this province is the thickness of deltaic and shelf 

sediments above the detachment zone. The quite remarkable thickness can typically 

exceed three miles, making the shelf sandstone reservoirs in this area one of the worid's 

great petroleum provinces. 
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Within the seismic coverage are hundreds of wells which produce from the 

Miocene through the Pleistocene, with the majority of production coming from middle 

and upper Miocene strata. However, Miocene-age reservoir resources lead all other age 

reservoirs in production and remaining proved reserves (Table 2.1). 

While the middle and upper Miocene reservoirs have produced oil and gas in 

substantial quantities within this province over the last 40 years, deep Miocene strata 

(> 15,000 ft [4,572 m] subsea) have been relatívely undrilled and imanalyzed. Only 5% 

of wells drilled on the Gulf of Mexico shelf have penetrated strata below (15,000 ft 

[4,572 m]), in which there is an estimated 10.5 Tcf [297 billion m ]̂ of deep-gas 

recoverable resources (Hentz and Zeng, 2001). This lack of exploration and subsequent 

lack of production can be attributed to the stmctviral complexity and the degradation of 

seismic data quality below 15,000 ft [4,572 m]. Generally speaking in the area of 

interest, stmcture below 3000 ms is difficult to discem as seismic data quality degrades 

rapidly below this level. Overpressured areas, characterized by an abmpt change in P-

wave velocity and bulk density, are believed to strongly influence the quality of deep 

seismic data. Within the zone of overpressure, seismic amplitudes are believed to poorly 

correlate with well known hydrocarbon-bearing reservoirs and therefore are considered to 

be unreliable predictors of hydrocarbon trends (DeAngelo and Wood, 2001). However, 

with the lack of attentíon given to the deep Miocene of this province, and such great 

potentíal for new gas resources here, a need exists for stmctural interpretation below 

3000 ms within the area of seismic coverage provided by this data set. 
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The objective for this study is to interpret horizons in the seismic data volume, 

with a majority of attention focused on strata below 3000 ms. Particular emphasis will be 

on the structural framework in this area (deep Miocene strata). We intend to provide a 

general context of stmctural conditions in the deep section of the seismic volume, where 

little work has previously been focused. In addition, well log data and seismic attribute 

analysis will be employed in the study for the purpose of enhancing our interpretation. 

Our findings will serve as an indicator of potential new target areas, based on stmctural 

relationships, to become the focal points of fiiture investigations. 
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Figure 2.1. Map of study area within Vermilion and South Marsh Island areas, offshore 
south-central Louisiana. Producing fields and the outline of the two major 3-D 
seismic surveys are indicated (from Hentz and Zeng, 2003). 
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Table 2.1. Distribution of reserves and production data by geologic age for the Gulf of 
Mexico, showing the Miocene-age reservoir resources leading all categories, 
including remaining proved reserves (from DeAngelo and Wood, 2001). 

Age 

Píeistocene 

Pliocene 

Miocene 
Oligocene. 

Cretaceous, 
and Jurassic 

Original proved 
reserves (percent) 

40 
16 
42 
2 

Cumulative 
production (percent) 

41 
16 
43 
0 

Remaining proved 
reserves (percent) 

37 
16 
41 
6 
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CHAPI 1:R III 

DA lA AND TOOLS 

Interpretation Methodology 

Seismic waves are elastic waves that propagate through the earth. The 

compressional waves. called P waves are of the greatest importance in seismic 

prospectíng because P waves are used almost exclusively. In P waves, the particle 

motíon is parallel to the directíon of wave propagation. The usual seismic sources 

generate mainly P wa\ es in ofifshore work because S waves cannot propagate through 

water. 

In reflection seismology, the basic problem is to determine the position of a bed 

that gives rise to a reflection on a seismic record. This position is determined by taking 

the time information fi"om the seismic profile and dividing the velocity at a given time by 

that time to calculate depth. Seismic waves travel down into the earth and are reflected 

back from interfaces to a receiver. A simple example of how this works is to assume a 

horizontal reflector overlain by a medium of constant velocity. The source-receiver 

distance (x) is called the offset. The depth of the reflector is (h). The travel time (t) can 

then be expressed as: / = 2*[h^ + (x/2)Y'^/v. 

When the seismic signal arrives at the receiver, the signal has traveled from the 

source to its reflector, and then back to the receiver. The time it takes to complete this 

sequence is called its two way travel time. From the example above, at normal incidence 

(zero ofifset), the fravel time (to) would be: to = 2h/v. This zero-offset travel time is 
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called the two-way time to the ivflector. Ihe seismic images we see in time domain are 

two way travel times. 

For deep reflection work, as is the case with this project, it is more common to 

obtain reflections at a scries of different offsets. I he rays involved are reflected at a 

common subsurface point, or common depth point (CDP). By adding together these 

records, known as a CDP gather, improvements in signal to noise ratio are made. This 

process is called the CDP stack. Stacking reduces random noise and also attenuates 

multiples. CDP stacking is a standard processing technique applied to seismic reflection 

data. There are several other standard processing techniques applied to reflection seismic 

data which will not be discussed as processing is beyond the scope of this project. 

Database 

The 3-D seismic survey for the study area was provided by ChevronTexaco 

Exploratíon and Production. Well data consists of sonic logs from wells located within 

or near the six productive offshore fields within the survey (Figure 3.1). The well data 

from federal offshore waters was purchased from the Minerals Management Services 

public log database. Well data from state offshore waters was acquired from the 

Louisiana Department of Nattiral Resources public log database. All well logs were 

digitized using Neuralog software. All seismic interpretation was performed using 

3DSEIS interpretatíon software, provided by Vest Exploration Services. 
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Initial Procedure 

The seismic survey was originally acquired on two 8mm Exabyte tapes, each 

containing two SIIGY files. These four SI GY filcs had to be transferred from tape to PC 

before the> could be viewed. Oncc on PC, SLGYVIIíW software was used to view the 

four separate files. These files had missing header information and therefore trial and 

error was used to get the correct orientation of each segment. The next step was to pad 

the segments, a procedure commonly used when seismic surveys are not rectangled off. 

Padding was accomplished using an application of the 3DSEIS software. Due to missing 

header information two small regions on the edge of the data set could not be moved to 

the appropriate locations. As a result we did not include these areas in our interpretation. 

The four files then needed to be merged together into one file. This procedure was 

accomplished in Microsoft DOS. When the file was properly padded and merged, it was 

ready to be loaded into the 3DSEIS software program. 3DSEIS is designed to take 

SEGY seismic data and format it to a 16 bit integer format. This format provides the 

dynamic range necessary to properly interpret both stmctural and sttatígraphic 

information from the seismic data. 

The two merged 3-D seismic data sets have a combination of 1100 in-lines (east-

west lines) with 110 ft spacing and 791 cross-lines (north-south lines) with 110 ft 

spacing, making the study area approximately 350 square miles. The in-Iines and cross-

lines run perpendicular to each other creatíng a grid of seismic traces which together 

yield the 3-D cube. The traces are 6000 ms long. The initíal step in analyzing this data 

set is to track strong seismic reflectors throughout the extent of the cube. By doing this 
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we are able to generate time stmcture maps of the horizons from which stmctural 

relationships can be determined. 

The initial structural interpretation was performed by tracking four strong reflector 

horizons throughout the entire length of the seismic survey. I'he first horizon (Tl) 

tracked is approximately between 2000 and 2400 ms (twt), which stratigraphically places 

it in the upper Miocene. The next three were done at successively deeper intervals. By 

this, 1 was able to generate a framework from which stmctural interpretation could be 

conducted. Horizons Tl, T2, and T3 all completely tíe across the length of the profile. 

Horizon T4 does not completely tie due to the intmsion of a salt dome. T4 ranges from 

approximately 3400 to 4000 ms (twt), which sfratigraphically places it in the lower 

Miocene. This is the deepest horizon that can be reasonably ttacked throughout the entire 

length of the survey because seismic data quality degrades considerably below this level 

(Figure 3.2). 

Based on the ttacked horizons, time stmcture maps can be generated. One time 

stmcture map was generated for each horizon. These maps depict the subsurface 

topography within the survey. 

The next step in our procedure was to identiíy the fault complexes from the time 

sttucture maps. Faults in this survey range from small-scale to large first-order growth 

faults. The large first-order growth faults are of particular interest because they tend to 

have rollover features associated with them. These rollovers can be excellent targets for 

hydrocarbon accumulatíons and are commonly found in the deeper portions of first-order 
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growtíî faults where offsct is greatcst. Once the prominent faults were identified, they 

were tracked using the interpretation software. 

In seismic data, the only parameters available are time and amplitude. To convert 

to depth requires a velocity depth function typically derived from a tie to sonic logs, 

stacking \ elocitíes or check shot surveys. Of these options the only available to this work 

were sonic logs, which are measured in microseconds per foot (|is/ft). The 3DSEIS 

interpretation software allows sonic logs to be imported into the seismic survey provided 

they are in a digital format. The sonic logs are overlain on the seismic section. Synthetic 

seismograms were generated from the sonic logs using Gardner's relationship to estimate 

densitv. Then the synthetics are shifted in time to match the observed seismic reflectors. 

Synthetics can be adjusted to get the most realistic tie with the seismic, thus refining the 

velocities from the sonic log to match. With a velocity gradient and a corresponding time 

at each point, the survey volume can be converted from a time domain to a depth domain. 

This procedure was accomplished for our seismic survey using seventeen sonic logs 

acquired from Minerals Management Services and the Louisiana Department of Natviral 

Resources. For greatest accuracy, converting from time to depth requires using the 

velocities from all available sonic logs. Because the 3DSEIS software is intended for use 

on datasets of much smaller proportions, it does not accommodate the incorporation of 

multiple sonic logs for obtaining a velocity gradient and depth profile. As a result, the 

time maps and sonic velocities had to be imported into Matlab for the purpose of 

generating a velocity gradient and depth profile. 
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Seismic Attributes 

Seismic Atttibutes are deilned as all of the measured, computed, or theoretically 

derived quantities obtained from seismic data. Therefore, attributes include complex 

trace atttibutes, seismic event gcometrical configurations, and their spatial and pre-stack 

variations. They can be velocity, amplitude, frequency, and the rate of change of any of 

these with respect to time or space. The principal objectives of the attributes are to 

pro\ ide accurate and detailed information to the interpreter on stmctural, stratigraphic, 

and lithological parameters of the seismic prospect. The study and interpretation of 

seismic attributes therefore provide us with some qualitative information of the geometry 

and physical parameters of the subsurface. 

Attributes can be computed from prestack or from poststack data either before or 

after migration, with the procedure being the same in all cases. Attributes can be 

classified in many dififerent ways. Taner (1994) has classified them based on the domain 

characteristics of the attributes. Some of the attribute groups according to Taner are: 

pre-stack attributes, post-stack attributes, geometrical attributes, physical attributes, 

wavelet attributes, instantaneous attributes, reflective attributes, and ttansmissive 

attributes. In general, seismic attributes are computed from the seismic data represented 

in time rather than depth. Therefore conventional CDP stack sections, DMO applied 

stack sections (the procedure in seismic processing that compensates for the efifects of a 

dipping reflector), pre-stack, or post-stack time migrated sections are equally convenient 

for attribute computation. 
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The seismic attributes calculated for this study are all instantaneous attributes. 

These are the attributes computed from the complex (analytic) seismic trace. 

Instantaneous attributes are computed sample by sample, and represent instantaneous 

variations of various parameters corresponding to the characteristics of interfaces. 

Instantaneous Phase 

Instantaneous phase is tíie angle between the trace and its Hilbert transform at a 

given time and is an amplitude-independent estimate of the character of the trace. 

Because wave fronts are defined as lines of constant phase, the phase attíibute is also a 

physical attribute and can be effectively used as a discriminator for geometrical shape 

classifications (Taner, 1994). Some uses of instantaneous phase are: (1) Indicate lateral 

continuity; (2) Compute the phase velocity; (3) Visualize stratigraphic elements; (4) 

Devoid of amplitude information, hence all events are represented; (5) Determine 

sequence boundaries. Instantaneous phase was computed over each tracked horizon in 

time domain. 

Instantaneous Frequencv 

Instantaneous frequency is a sample-by-sample measure of the frequency in the 

ttace and is computed as the time derivative of instantaneous phase. It has been shown 

that the instantaneous frequency attíibute relates to the centroid of the amplitude 

spectmm of the seismic wavelet. The instantaneous frequency attribute responds to both 

wave propagatíon effects and depositional characteristics, hence it is a physical attíibute 
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and can be used as an effective discriminator. Its uses include: (1) llydrocarbon 

indicator by low frequency anomaly; (2) Fracturc zone indicator, since fractures may 

appear as lower frequency zones; (3) Bed thickness indicator. Iligher frequencies 

indicate sharp interfaces or tíiin shale bedding, lower frequencies indicate sand rich 

bedding; (4) Chaotic reflection zone indicator; (5) Sand/Shale ratío indicator. 

Instantaneous Amplitude 

Instantaneous amplitude is equivalent to the envelope ftmction of the seismic 

trace and is a robust, smoothed, polarity-independent measure of the energy in the trace at 

a given tíme. It is a physical attribute and it can be used as an efifectíve discriminator for 

the following characteristics: (1) Bright spots indicating possible gas accumulation; (2) 

Sequence boundaries or major changes in depositíonal environments; (3) Thin-bed tuning 

effects; (4) Spatial correlation to porosity and other lithologic variatíons; (5) Represent 

mainly acoustic impedence conttast, hence reflectivity. 

Coherencv Slicing 

Coherency slices are methods of performing seismic depositional imaging. 

Creating a coherency slice essentially consists of generating a cube of coherence 

coefficients from the 3-D seismic data volume that portrays faults and other stratigraphic 

anomalies clearly on time or horizon slices. These images show up distinctly and can 

depict buried deltas, river channels, reefs, etc. Coherence measurements m three 

dimensions represent the trace-to-trace similarity and therefore produce interpretable 
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changes (Chopra, 2000). Similar traces are mapped with high coherence coefficients 

whereas discontinuities have low coefficients. Rcgions of seismic traces cut by faults for 

example, result in sharp discontinuities in trace-to-trace coherence, producing delineation 

of low coherence along fault planes. Stratigraphic features generate similar 

discontinuities resulting in sharp detection of reef and channel boundaries and deltaic 

sediments that are often not visible in traditionally processed data. The most unique 

characteristic of coherence cubes is that it gives an unbiased view of the features of the 

seismic volume therefore no interpretation is required for viewing them. Some of the 

benefits of using seismic coherence are: (1) Delineate geological boundaries (faults, 

lateral stratigraphic contacts, etc); (2) Provides a quantitative estimate of fault/fracture 

presence; (3) Allows accelerated evaluation of large data sets; (4) Enhances stratigraphic 

information that is otherwise difificult to extract. 

There are three main types of seismic-surface slicing methods. These three 

slicing methods are time, horizon, and sttatal slicing. The 3DSEIS sofitware provides the 

optíon of creating coherency time and horizon slices, however stratal slicing is a 

relatively new method and is not an option with this software. The difference between 

time and horizon slices is that tíme slices tend to cross dipping reference time surfaces 

whereas horizon slices are in conformity near one of the two reference tíme surfaces, but 

tend to cross the other reference time surface if there are lateral thickness changes. Time 

and horizon coherency slices represent seismic events in their stmcture context, 

separating chaotic events such as salt stmctures from parallel to subparallel seismic 

events such as sediments. 
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Flattening 

l'he proccss of flattening a horizon is done to examinc a horizon without regard to 

stmcture. Some of the uscs for horizon flattening are: (1) Examining nonconformities 

beneath the datum horizon; (2) Studying depositional variations in the time interval 

between events; (3) Determining fault history where multiple episodes of faulting exist; 

(4) Determining paleo-sttuctures at various times of deposition; (5) Highlighting 

erosional unconformities and other sequence boundaries; (6) Examining thickness 

variatíons in intervals just above or below the flattened horizon. 
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Figure 3.1. Time map of the survey area showing well location for sonic logs used in this 
study. The six major productive fields are also shown (outlined in black). 
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30.3 km (18.8 mi) 

Figure 3.2. Seismic sectíon at in-line 1600. Horizons Tl (yellow), T2 (green), T3 (blue), 
and T4 (violet) are shown. 
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CIIAPTRRIV 

MF I HODS AND PROCEDURES 

Time Sttucture Mapping 

The shallowest horizon tracked (TI) is approximately between 2000 and 2300 ms 

in the seismic profíle (Figure 4.1). The time stmcture map (Figure 4.2) of this horizon 

shows where the stmctural high points and faults are located relative to the six major 

producing fields. In the northwestem portion of the area are the Lighthouse Point £ind 

North Lighthouse Point fields. These fields are stmcturally high, as are the Tiger Shoal 

and Starfak fields which are in the westem to southwestem portion of the area. Mound 

Point is located in the northeastem quadrant of the area, is stmcturally high, and like 

Tiger Shoal, is dominated by fault-bounded grabens. Amber Complex is located in the 

southeastem quadrant of the area and is stmcturally low compared to the other producing 

fíelds. 

Stmcture on horizon Tl is dominated by normal, extensional fautting and is 

conttoUed by five large first-order normal faults and several other second-order gravity 

fauhs (DeAngelo and Wood, 2001) (Figure 4.2). First-order growth fauhs are 

characterized by increasingly thicker hanging-wall sequences of sediments as depth 

increases. These five faults have several deep rollover features that are potentíal drilling 

targets. 

The second shallowest horizon tracked (T2) lies between 2400 and 2700 ms in the 

seismic profile (Figure 4.1). The time stmcttire map of this horizon shows a trend similar 
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to horizon H , but, as would be expected for a region characterized by growth faults in 

which successively deeper horizons havc greater offset, this deeper horizon exhibits 

much more topography than the shallower Tl horizon (Figure 4.3). 

The stmctural interpretation of the third horizon tracked (T3, between 3100 and 

3600 ms, Figure 4.1) is still controlled by the same growth faults as T2 and Tl and 

contínues to show greater topographic relief along similar trending features (Figure 4.4). 

Interpretatíon of the fourth horizon ttacked (T4 between 3200 and 4200 ms, Figure 4.1) 

begins to degrade as seismic data quality at this depth degrades considerably. This can be 

attributed to overpressure and abmpt changes in P-wave velocity and bulk density. 

Therefore the time stmcture map of this horizon has a noticeably different character from 

the shallower horizons (Figure 4.5). This is the deepest reflector that could be reasonably 

tíed throughout the entire data volume. The first-order growth faults are stiU conttoUing 

features in the interpretation of T4, except where a salt dome truncates the area where 

two of the faults bottom out. The most noteworthy feature of this time stmcture map is 

this salt dome which pierces the strata from below, beginning at a depth out of range of 

the data set. 

The next three horizons (T5, T6, T7; Figure 4.6) tracked do not tíe the entire 

seismic volume as a functíon of the greater stmctural complexity at these depths. 

Therefore these deep horizons were selected because the seismic character was good 

enough to track in limited extent and the stmctural relationships appeared to have 

ttapping potential. 
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r5 is between 4200 and 4900 ms and located primarily in the northeastem and 

southeastem quadrants of the survey area. It is a positive amplitude reflector that is 

truncated on the wcst by a salt dome and truncalcd on the east by the first-order growth 

fault which bounds Mound Point on the western edge (Figure 4.6). 

T6 is between 4700 and 5100 ms and located in the southeastem quadrant of the 

area. It is a positi\ e amplitude reflector located on the downthrown block of the first-

order growth fault that bounds Mound Point on its westem edge (Figure 4.6). 

T7 is between 4300 and 4800 ms and located in the northwestem quadrant of the 

area. It is a positix e amplitude reflector that is tmncated on the northeast by a salt dome 

(Figure 4.6). 

Fault Interpretation 

Fault complexes are the dominant stmctural feature of the Gulf of Mexico's 

continental shelf Most faults in the Gulf Coast can be directly related to sah movement 

or differential depositional loading. Faults are picked and edited identícally to time 

horizons and fault plane maps can be generated from these picks. 

There are numerous faults within the area of the data set. The first-order growth 

faults are of particular interest because of their associated deep rollover features that 

make good potential drilling targets. First-order growth faults are characterized by their 

large apparent offsets (>500 ft [152 m]) and they extend from near the sea floor to below 

the maximum depth of tíie seismic coverage, probably soling out in the lowermost 

Miocene (Hentz and Zeng, 2003) (Figure 4.7). There are at least five first-order normal 
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faults in the area of scismic coverage (Figurc 4.X). lirst-order growth faults are 

characterized by increasingly thickcr hanging-wall sequcnces as dcpth increases. 

In addition to fírst-order growth faults, second-order faults are prominent in the 

area. Second-order faults occur with both growth and non-growth geometries and 

generalh are much shorter in extent with lcss apparent offset (<200 ft). Though not as 

large as fírst-order growth faults, second-order faults have great potential to trap 

h\drocarbons within three-wa\ closures (Hentz and Zeng, 2003). 

The fírst-order growth faults are very signifícant contributors in hydrocarbon 

partitíoning. One of the significant first-order growth faults (Fl in figure 4.7 and 4.8) is 

located primarily in the northwestem quadrant of the area and separates Lighthouse Point 

from North Lighthouse Point. This fault is north-south ttending, forms the westem 

boundary of Lighthouse Point, and has offsets greater than 350 ft. Starfak and Tiger 

Shoal fields are bound on the north by first-order normal fault F2 (Figures 4.7 and 4.8) 

which ttends east-west through the northwestem quadrant of the survey area. This fauU 

also has offsets greater than 350 ft. Productíve reservoir sands are present on the 

downthrown side of this fault in the Starfak field, and on both sides of the fault in the 

Tiger Shoal field. Mound Point field, located in the northeastem quadrant of the survey, 

is bound on the westem edge by a first-order normal fault F3 (Figures 4.7 and 4.8). The 

fauh extends to the northeast beyond coverage of the seismic survey. The majority of 

reservoir quality sands are interpreted to be on the downthrown side of this fauU. 

Amber Complex fíeld is bound on tiie north by a fírst-order normal fault F4 

(Figures 4.7 and 4.8) that has offset greater than 500 ft. This fauU ttends nortiieast across 
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the southeastem quadrant of the survey and continues beyond the area of seismic 

coverage on the south side. A fífth fírst-order growth fault (F5, ligure 4.7 and 4.8) can 

be found in the southeastem quadrant of the survey. I his fault has an offset of greater 

than 500 ft, which incrcascs with depth. Both l'4 and F5 are characterized by thickening 

basinward deposits that are believed to correspond to the paleoshelf edge (DeAngelo and 

Wood, 2001). Downdip deposits have potential for stratigraphically trapped hydrocarbon 

accumulatíons that parallel the fault sttike. 

Sonic Logs 

The Soiúc Log is a porosity log that measures interval transit time (At) of a 

compressional sound wave ttaveling through one foot of formation (Asquith, 1982). 

hiterval tt^ansit time is measured in microseconds per foot (nsec/ft.), which is the 

reciprocal of the velocity of a compressional sound wave in feet per second (slowness). 

The interval ttansit time (At) is dependent upon both lithology and porosity. Sonic logs 

are typically used in log analysis to derive sonic porosity. In seismic interpretation, sonic 

logs are commonly used to generate synthetic seismograms and calculate depth. 

Interval transit time (At) provides a velocity parameter which is used in 

conjunction with time to calculate depth: D=V/T, where (V) is velocity, (T) is time and 

(D) is depth. The 3DSEIS software allows sonic logs to be imported in ASCII or LAS 

digital formats. These fíles were originally obtained as scanned paper logs. Digitizing 

the logs was required before importing the fíles into the 3DSEIS software. AU digitizing 

was accomplished using Neuralog. 
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Seventecn sonic logs were chosen to usc for the purpose of obtaining a velocity 

profilc (Figure 3.1). I hcsc particular logs wcrc sclected based on their data quality and 

tíie depth logged. Man\ logs had to be cxcluded as a result of poor data quality. The 

digitized sonic logs wcre importcd into 3DSEIS and placed at their appropriate locations. 

The locations of the wclls on the seismic survey were determined by converting the 

latitude and longitude of each well into state plane coordinates, and converting the state 

plane coordinates into in-line (east-west line) and cross-line (north-south line) 

parameters. From sonic logs, synthetic seismograms can be generated, through which a 

tie to the seismic volume can be achieved. 

Synthetics 

Synthetic seismograms are artificial seismic traces used to establish correlations 

between local sttatigraphy and seismic reflections. To produce a synthetic seismogram, 

one or multiple sonic logs are needed. Ideally, in areas where there are abmpt changes in 

lithologies, density logs should also be used. The 3DSEIS sofitware compensates for 

density using Gardner's mle (p=aV'^^) (Figure 4.9). Synthetics are generated by the 

3DSEIS software using velocity and density parameters. The theory combines Zoeppritz 

plane-wave reflection and Rayleigh-Sommerfeld elastic dififraction responses. This is 

accomplished by: (1) Converting velocity and density logs to two-way ttavel tûne; (2) 

Calculating the reflection coefifícient for each sample point on the log using the formula: 

R = (Z2-Z1) / (Z1+Z2), where (Zl) is the density of interface 1 and (Z2) is the density 
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interfacc 2. The result is a reflection coeffícient (RC) time series; (3) Convolve the RC 

time series with an assumed source wavclct. 

A synthetic scismogram can constrain depth-traveltime correlations if the 

syntiietic seismogram closely matches the observed seismic character. Reflectíons in the 

seismic record are most often interference pattems caused by the source wavelet 

character and combined impedencc contrasts associated with closely spaced downhole 

changes in porosit\ and lithology. Reflection amplitude is directly related to the size of 

the impedence contrast and can be an important constraint when matching synthetic and 

observed seismograms. 

Within the 3DSEIS software, the synthetic seismogram can be adjusted to tie the 

sonic to the actual seismic response. A good tie between the synthetic wavelet and the 

actual seismic reflectors must be achieved with every log to produce an accurate velocity 

profíle. Figure 4.10 is an example of a synthetic tied to the seismic profile in the Starfak 

field, Vermilion block 50. 

Velocitv and Depth 

Sonic logs are imported and synthetic seismograms are tied to the actual seismic 

response specifically for the purpose of generating a depth profile. With the seismic 

survey being in time domain and a corresponding velocity at every tíme point sampled, a 

depth map corresponding to each tracked time horizon can be generated (D=V/T). The 

depth maps for the four complete horizons appear very similar to the tíme maps because 

localized topographic feattires are much larger than gradients due to regional trends in the 
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vclocity function (l'igurcs 4.11 through 4.14). The average velocity of a P-wave 

propagating through Gulf Coast sandstone is between 2.0 and 2.5 km/s. Sediment 

compaction will incrcasc as a function of depth, due to burial. This has an effect on 

velocity such that higher compaction, or density, will occur with depth which results in 

faster speeds. 3DSEIS uses Gardner's mle to determine the appropriate density based on 

the velocity obtained from the imported sonic logs (Figure 4.9). 

The four depth maps are very important in determining where potential undrilled 

resources may be located because depth maps allow interpreters to see the seismic survey 

in terms of distance rather than time. Explorationists require knowledge of depth to 

estimate the location of hydrocarbons and cost of extracting the resources with respect to 

drilling. Figures 4.11 through 4.14 show depth maps based on the four major horizons. 
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30.3 km (18.8 mi) 

Figure 4.1. Seismic sectíon at in-line 1600. Horizons Tl (yellow), T2 (green), T3 (blue), 
and T4 (violet) are shown. 
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Figure 4.2. Time stmcture map of horizon Tl showing the six productive fields. First-
order growth faults are marked by the red arrows. 
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Figure4.3. Time stmcture mapof horizonT2. Growth faults (marked by red arrows) are 
more pronounced in T2 compared to Tl due to increasing ofifset with depth. 
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Figure 4.4. Time stmcture map of horizon T3. 
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Figure 4.5. Time stmcture map of horizon T4. Note the presence of a salt dome located 
primarily in the northwestem quadrant of the survey. 
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Figure 4.6. Seismic section at in-line 1550 showing deep Miocene horizons T5, T6, and 
T7. 

30.3 km (18.8 mi) 

Figure 4.7. Seismic sectíon at in-line 1550 showing first-order growth faults Fl, F3, and 
F5. First-order growth faults sole out in either the lower Miocene or the 
Oligocene. 
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Figure 4.8. Time stmcture map of horizon Tl. The five first-order faults (Fl, F2, F3, F4, 
and F5) within the survey are labeled. 
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Figure 4.9. P-wave velocity-density relatíonships for dififerent lithologies (log-Iog scale). 
The dotted line represents Gardner's rule: p = aV'^'' (From Telford, 1990). 

35 km (21.7 mi) 

Figure 4.10. Seismic section at in-line 1134 showing sonic log (black) and synthetic 
seismogram (blue) tied to tiie seismic profile within Starfak field (Vermilion 
block 50). 
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Figure 4.11. Depth map (D1) for horizon T1. 
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Figure 4.12. Depth map (D2) for horizon T2. 
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Figure 4.13. Depth map (D3) for horizon T3. 
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Figure 4.14. Depth map (D4) for horizon T4. 
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CIIAPTERV 

Ri;SULTS 

Stmctural Analysis of tiie Lower Mioccne 

Identifying potential areas of hydrocarbon accumulation for drilling is the goal of 

any oil and gas explorationist. However, this requires more than pointing out the 

presence of a trap and calling it a prospect. That being the case, the objective here is not 

prospecting, but rather tiie identification of areas where fiuther, more detailed 

investigations should be conducted. Determination of these areas will be largely based 

on the generated time maps, depth maps, and the attribute analysis of the interpreted 

horizons. Additional stratigraphic and well log analysis would be necessary in any of 

these areas to make acceptable reservoir judgments. 

The lower Miocene within this survey is currently not in production. This 

analysis of the lower Miocene has identified several possible locations of hydrocarbon 

accumulation based mainly on stmctural relationships. Time horizon T4 is 

sttatigraphically located in the lower Miocene. From this time stmcture map (Figure 4.5) 

there is evidence of a salt dome (salt dome A) located mainly in the northwestem 

quadrant of the map. The intmsion of this salt dome contributes to sediment deformation 

in tiie lower Miocene and holds many implications for hydrocarbon ttapping. Another 

salt dome (salt dome B) is present to the east of sah dome A, but not seen on time map 

T4 as it does not stratigraphically pierce that horizon. The depth map of horizon T4 

indicates that the top of saft dome A is found at approximately 4600 m or approximately 
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15,100 ft (see Figure 4.14). Stratigraphically above this structure are four normal faults 

(M, N, K, and first-order growth fault Fl) (Figurc 5.2; scc Figure 5.1 for location of 

cross-section). fwo of the faults (I'l, K) form the boundaries of a large drop graben that 

demonsttates significant olTsct. fhc graben is bound on its westem side by one of the 

large first-order faults (i I). which has offset greater than 350 ft. Growth faults form 

contemporaneously with deposition in response to differential sediment loading. 

Therefore, Fl is not a result of either salt dome however it can be related to the 

pronounced sediment loading in the vicinity. There are three second-order gravity faults 

in the area, which have been named faults M, N, and K (Figure 5.2). Given that second-

order gravity faults in the Gulf Coast are often directly related to salt movement and/or 

depositional loading, it is reasonable to conclude that these faults are associated with the 

underlying salt stmctures. The orientation of these faults is suggestive of salt tectonic 

faulting. More specifically, they appear to be crestal faults. Crestal fautts are tensional 

faults located above salt features. They develop during the second stage of salt 

movement when salt starts to become buoyant and rise in the section. The rising salt 

causes enough extension in the overlying sediments that coUapse grabens form to 

accommodate the movement. CoIIapse grabens remain active during the pre-diapiric 

stage, and sometimes serve as avenues for vertically migrating salt to form diapirs (Fox, 

1985). Diapirs can also climb along fault planes or rise through coUapse grabens, 

assuming various shapes depending on extemal factors and intemal salt geometiy. The 

survey at in-line 1550 shows two salt stmcttires, A and B. The mobilization of salt dome 

A is responsible for second-order fauUs M and N. It causes significant deformation and 
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extcnsion in the overiying strata to Ibrm these normal faults which accommodate the 

extension. Also cvidcnt with respect to salt dome A are peripheral sinks adjacent to the 

westem flank (Figure 5.2). First-order growth fault Fl does not appear to be deformed 

b\ salt dome A and most likely formed syndepositionally, prior to salt mobilization. 

Therefore fault K, unlike faults M and N, is not the result of salt dome A. Rather, fault K 

is influenced by the sediment rotation resulting from the mobilization of salt stmcture B. 

The rise of salt stmcture B causes enough extension in the overlying sediments that a 

collapse graben forms to accommodate the movement (Figure 5.2). 

One of the principal factors involved in salt deformation and the effect salt 

deformation has on the surrounding geology is the sedimentation rate of the overlying 

rocks. The major factor that causes salt to deform in the offshore Gulf Coast Basin is 

differential loading. This differential loading was caused by the deposition of massive, 

prograding deltaic wedges of Cenozoic clastics that formed because of major marine 

regressions and ttansgressions. The Gulf Coast Tertiary sedimentation is sourced from 

major deltas. Such deltaic systems distribute sediments in localized pods because of 

switching in deltaic lobes, thus causing differential loading and salt movement. To the 

east of saU dome A in the survey appears to be the sediment loading responsible for the 

salt mobilization (Figure 5.3). This sediment loading around salt dome A and 

stratigraphically above salt dome B can be attributed to an ancient delta lobe. At this 

location in the seismic section there is such an increased rate of sedimentatíon that only a 

depocenter could reasonably explain the high sediment influx. Sand-rich channels and 

delta lobes normally bypass the highs caused by salt uplift and preferentíally infiU the salt 
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witiidrawal lows. fhe seismic cross-scction shows a signature pattern of sediment 

accumulation here betwccn the two salt uplifts. It is apparent that the pronounced 

sediment loading due to a delta lobe is rcsponsible for the salt mobilization of both saU 

swells. In tum, the salt mobilization contributed directly to the second-order normal 

faults and collapse graben of the overlying strata. 

Large deltas are the most favorable habitat for the formation and preservation of 

hydrocarbons in the Louisiana Gulf Coast (Rainwater, 1964). The ancient delta lobe 

surrounding salt dome A would therefore make a good source bed for hydrocarbon 

generation. Up dip of the eastem flank of salt dome A is first-order growth fault F1. 

This is the same fault that separates Lighthouse Point from North Lighthouse Point and 

forms the westem boundary of Lighthouse Point (Figure 5.3). Therefore, there is 

production up dip along this fault. Specifically, Lighthouse Point and North Lighthouse 

Point are productive from middle Miocene progradational and rettogradational 

sandstones. There is a possibility that this fault could be a good migration path from the 

deltaic source beds to a trap up dip along the fault. Based on this evidence, the eastem 

flank of salt dome A, along Fl is an area that could potentially hold promise for deep gas 

reserves. 

In addition to salt dome A and first-order growth fault FI are the rollovers that 

developed on tíie hanging wall of the dovmthrovra block. This can be seen at in-Iine 

1550 between 3000 and 4000 ms on tiie downthrown block of Fl. These roUover 

feattires are commonly found in the deeper portions of first-order growth faults where 
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otTset is tiie greatest (I'igure 5.4). Rollovers are c.xccllent targets for hydrocarbon 

accumulations. Therefore, this area could hold promise for oil and gas reserves. 

Salt structures can form scvcral different traps which are often quite complex and 

variable in si/e. Complicated faulting and stratigraphic relationships along saU stmctures 

often cause indi\ idual reservoirs to be small, although quite numerous. One common 

type of hydrocarbon ttap associated with salt structures is the tmncation trap against salt. 

T7 is a horizon tracked along the westem flank of salt dome A. This horizon is 

approximateK between 4300 and 4800 ms and is located in the northwestem quadrant of 

the surve\ (Figure 4.6). It truncates along the westem flank of salt dome A where there 

is the potential for numerous tmncation traps at depths in the lower Miocene. Figure 5.5 

is a time stmcture map of the T7 horizon. The area of interest on this map is in the 

topographic high region exactly where tmncation along the salt occurs. This is where 

hydrocarbons are most likely to be trapped. In terms of depth this area is probably 

around 19,000 ft, though this is only an estimate since there are no log records at this 

depth. 

Another area of interest in the lower Miocene is located in the northeastem 

quadrant of the survey. This area stratigraphically underiies Mound Point (Figure 5.1) 

and can be characterized as the eastem part of the delta lobe tiiat is ofifset on its 

northwestem edge by first-order growth fault Fl (Figure 5.2). The sediments here form a 

stmctural high which appears to be a secondary effect of the mobilization of salt dome B, 

due to the pronounced sediment loading of the ancient delta lobe. Continued 

sedimentation on the delta caused the underiying salt to mobilize, forming saU dome A to 
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the west and salt dome B, to the east of salt dome A. The swelling of salt dome B pushes 

the overlying sediments upward, thus resulting in the structural high (Figure 5.6). 

Horizon T5 is tracked between first-order growth fault Fl and fírst-order growth fault F3. 

F3 has extent that carries northeast beyond seismic coverage and tmncates horizon T5 on 

its eastem edge. T5 therefore is on the upthrown block of F3. F3 displaces sediments 

from the Pliocene through the lower Miocene and probably soles out in the lowermost 

Miocene. Mound Point straddles this fault in the overlying sediments and produces both 

oil and gas from the middle and upper Miocene intervals. The dominíint type of traps in 

the Mound Point field is normal faulting and sediment overlying dome stmctures. The 

stmctural high of T5 is truncated by F3 at a travel time of approximately 4200 ms, an 

estimated depth of approximately 18,000 ft. The possibility that this delta lobe and 

associated uplift is a good source bed for hydrocarbon formation makes the stmctural 

high a potential target. Figure 5.6 is atime stmcturemapof horizonT5. Thishorizon 

ranges from 4200 to 4900 ms in the seismic coverage. The greatest potential for 

hydrocarbon ttapping is along the stmctural high exactly where F3 truncates the horizon. 

The focus for prospecting should be along this fault. 

A third area in tiie lower Miocene that deserves attention is located in the 

southeastem quadrant of the survey, slightiy to the southeast of Mound Point (Figure 

5.1). This area is on the downthrown side of fault first-order growth fault F3. To the 

west is horizon T5 which is truncated by F3 (Figure 5.7). At this depth tiiere is 

significant offset along fault F3, exactly how much is difficuU to ascertain because of the 

diminished seismic data quality at this depth. Remember that beneatii horizon T5 is salt 
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dome B uplifting tiie castem edge of T5. I'3 separates this salt dome on the upthrown 

block from tiie downthrown block on which 16 lics. This fault is considered to be one of 

tiie first-order growth faults, which are believed to form syndepositionally due to 

diíYerential loading and not post-depositionally due to salt tectonics. However, based on 

the sttuctural relationships, this fault can also be interpreted as a salt roller-related fault. 

Salt roller-related faults develop during the first stage of salt movement. As the salt 

moves laterally and localizes itself into walls, faults can develop on the seaward side of 

the salt. The seaward side of the salt in tiiis case is to the southeast, which is where F3 is 

located in the deep Miocene with respect to the salt. Salt roller-related faults generally 

sole out in the next wall seaward and act as the agent to allow collapse of a graben 

between two salt walls. This is supported by the fact that the fault block to the east of F3 

is basically a downthrown drop graben with respect to the fault block to the west of F3 

(Figure 5.7). The area where F3 soles out is beyond seismic coverage, yet this trend 

seems likely because of evidence at the far eastem edge of the seismic coverage for 

another salt dome. As the salt continues to localize, it will begin to climb up the 

upthrown side of the fault, causing rotation of the fault block. Here, the salt appears to be 

in the early stages of migrating up the upthrovra side of F3 and the rotational effect can 

clearly be seen in the sttatigraphy (Figure 5.7). SaU roller-related fauUs are most 

commonly formed where there is a seaward dip on the base of the salt. In tiiis survey the 

paleoshelf edge is inferred to be to the southeast of tiiis area, where there is evidence of 

tiiickening basinward deposits. T6 is the name of tiie horizon tracked on the downthrown 

block of F3. It is tracked from in-lines 1433 to 1600 and cross-lines 940 to 1120. T6 can 
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be found bctween 4500 and 5100 ms in the seismic profíle making its depth estimate 

approximately at 21,000 to 22,000 ft. Mound Point produces on both the upthrowTi and 

downthrown side of fault l'3 in the middle and upper Miocene, and therefore a similar 

relationship may exist in the lower Miocene provided stratigraphic conditions are similar. 

Because the sedimentation for horizon r6 can be related to the delta lobe to the 

northwest, which is responsible for the pronounced sediment loading and subsequent salt 

mobilization, the area of likely hydrocarbon accumulation is on the westem edge of T6 

along fault F3. This westem part of T6 is stmcturally high compared to the rest of the 

ttacked area, and forms a fault drag ttap against F3, making this the likeliest location of 

possible hydrocarbons. The time stmcture map of horizon T6 supports this claim (Figure 

5.8). In addition, T6 has a high to the east that can have a tmncation ttap against what 

appears to be another salt swell. However, this area is difficult to interpret due to the 

diminished quality of the seismic data. 

Seismic Attribute Analysis 

In addition to the stmctural and stratigraphic indicators of hydrocarbon potential 

are seismic attribute indicators. Seismic attributes were calculated on all time horizons 

for the purpose of identiíying phase, frequency, and amplitude anomalies. The benefit of 

these anomalies is that they can highlight aspects of the data that offer information about 

hydrocarbon accumulations, or lithologies conducive to their presence or trapping. 

However, an important aspect of seismic attributes to consider is tiiat you cannot draw 

quantitative conclusions from them. Attributes should only be used to make 
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generalizations or characterize the data. Because the focus of this study is directed 

toward the lower Mioccne, the attributcs of horizon 14 will be discussed in greatest 

detail. 

One region of particular interest is located in the northwestem quadrant of the 

sur\e\ on horizon 14. Phase, frequency, and amplitude attributes were calculated in time 

domain along T4 using a 4 ms window. The northwestem quadrant between in-lines 

1140 and 1433 and cross-lines 158 and 400 show a very distinguishable trend with 

respect to all three attributes. From the seismic reflectors at this depth, there is a 

significant southward thickening depositional ttend (Figure 5.10; see Figure 5.9 for 

location). This pronounced thickening can be attributed to an excess of sediment supply 

o\ er accommodation space. This thickening occurs between 3200 and 3900 ms, 

approximately a 700 ms zone of interest. The instantaneous frequency attribute reveals a 

relatively low frequency in this area. The continuity of this frequency is easily 

recognized m this area as it stands out in conttast to the surrounding frequencies. 

Instantaneous frequency is commonly used as an indicator of bed thickness. Higher 

frequencies indicate sharp interfaces or thin shale bedding, whereas lower frequencies 

indicate sand rich bedding. The great increase in sand thickness evident from the seismic 

reflectors is in agreement with what the low frequencies suggest m this area (Figure 

5.11). 

In addition to instantaneous frequency, instantaneous phase illuminates trends in 

the northwestem quadrant of the survey on horizon T4 (Figure 5.12). The instantaneous 

phase attribute does not take amplitude information into consideration so events normally 
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ignored in traditional scismic intcrpretation are observable. Instantaneous phase is most 

commonly used as an indicator of lateral continuity. It is rather apparent that this display 

(Figure 5.12) emphasizes lateral continuity. 

Perhaps the attribute that best highlights this anomalous zone is instantaneous 

amplitude. Instantaneous amplitude, like frequency and phase was calculated on the T4 

horizon using a 4 ms time window. The results show a very distinguishable anomaly in 

the signature of the amplitudes (l'igure 5.13). Instantaneous amplitude is commonly used 

as a discriminator of bright spots indicating gas, local changes indicating faulting, 

sequence boundaries, or major changes in depositional environment. Here we see an 

anomalously high amplitude zone in the northwestem and southwestem quadrants in the 

display (arrows). This anomaly is interpreted here to be a change in depositional 

environment or possibly a sequence boundary. 

There is a second area of the survey on horizon T4 that has a distinct attribute 

anomaly with respect to phase, frequency, and amplitude. Located in the northeastem 

quadrant between in-lines 1430 and 1750 and cross-Iines 570 to 780, this region 

demonsttates a southward thickening assemblage of sediments. This thickening is, again, 

attributed to an excess of sediment supply over accommodation space on the flank of the 

previously interpreted delta lobe. The thickening here is approximately between 3500 

and 3900 ms, a net thickness of about 400 ms. The instantaneous frequency attribute 

(Figure 5.11) shows relatively low frequencies in the area (circled next to salt dome A). 

A close inspection of the frequency here reveals that it is the lowest frequency zone on 

the map. As mentioned earlier, low frequency zones can indicate sand rich beddmg, 
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fracture zones, and hydrocarbon prescnce. Any of these are likely within a prograding 

delta depositional environment. The instantaneous phase attribute for this area indicates 

marginally good continuities that trend along tiie east side of the salt diapir. Here the 

phase values display somc range but stay rclatively close to zero for the most part. 

Therefore the instantaneous phase display assists in qualitatively delineating this anomaly 

(Figure 5.12). The instantaneous amplitude attribute is again the most compelling 

attribute with respect to highlighting anomalies. The high amplitude anomaly in this 

region (next to salt dome A) is possibly indicating gas accumulation or a change in 

lithology or depositional environment. Based on what I'd argue is the edge of a delta 

lobe, a change in depositional environment along this area is the likeliest of cases. More 

importantly, the high amplitude anomaly in this area seems to correlate across salt dome 

A with the high amplitude anomaly in the northwest quadrant (lower left) (Figure 5.13). 

This would indicate that these are within the same depositional system. If the salt dome is 

interpreted to be the effect of pronounced sediment loading from the delta lobe to the 

east, then this amplitude anomaly which correlates across the salt dome suggests that the 

depositional enviroimient is the same within that region of similarity. 

Coherencv Slicing Analysis 

Further support of the interpreted delta and the likely relationship to hydrocarbon 

distribution can be found with coherency slices. The advantage of a coherency horizon 

slice is that U illuminates depositional environments at a fixed geologic time by 

comparing ttace to ttace similarity. For this particular data, the horizon slice is preferred 
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to the time slice because of the stiong regional dip in the area. The coherence plot 

(Figure 5.14) illusttates high coherence values in the region where there appears to be 

pronounced sediment thickcning (scc Figure 5.3). High coherency indicates similarity 

between ttaces. which may indicate a similar depositional environment. 

Flattening thc seismic volume on a horizon prior to coherence calculations is a 

technique sometimes applied to horizon slicing. The advantage of this is the coherence 

calculation is confined to an interpreter-defmed azimuth, resulting in generally higher 

contrast images. Figure 5.14 showsahorizon slice onaflattened T4horizon. The 

chaotic zone in the region of salt dome A is very pronounced in the flattened horizon 

slice, and the areas of continuity can be distinctly observed. Comparing the flattened 

coherency horizon slice with the seismic attribute maps shows a similar ttend with 

respect to continuity. most recognizable in the westem portion of the survey. 

Specifically, the area classified by pronounced sedimentation is outlined by a coherency 

pattem in the flattened horizon slice. Using coherency as a method of depositional 

imaging adds another dimension to our interpretation and strengthens our confidence in 

identiíying the lower Miocene in the westem region of the survey as a delta lobe. 

Isochron and Isopach Maps 

The validity of this interpretation is supported by isochron and isopach maps 

between horizons T3 and T4. An isochron map is a type of contour map that displays the 

variation in time between two seismic events or reflections defmed by an interpreted 

horizon. An isopach map is a type of contour map that displays the stratigraphic 
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thickness of a rock unit as opposed to the tme vcrtical thickness. Isopachs therefore are 

perpendicular to bedding surfaces. Both isochron and isopach maps are generated 

through point subtractions. I or each control point on a given map (time for isochron, 

depth for isopach), the dcpth or time on the top surface is subtracted from the depth or 

time of the base surface to yield the total time or thickness for that control point. 

Contouring is based on the values obtained from these calculations. 

For this study, the isochron map was calculated in lower Miocene between time 

horizons T3 and T4. Similarly, the isopach map was calculated between depth horizons 

D3 and D4 in Matlab. The results show a pattem representative of general 

southwestward thickening in the shape of a delta lobe (Figure 5.15, 5.16). The 

depositional pattem conveyed by the thickening is comparable v^th the instantaneous 

attribute anomalies and coherency slices discussed previously, meaning a relationship 

between attributes and depositional environment can be established. If the salt domes can 

be attributed to the effects of pronoimced sediment loading, and pronounced sediment 

loading is the effect of high deltaic sediment influx, then the data helps verify the 

stmctural and sttatigraphic relatíonships expected for this environment. Additionally, 

early Miocene sediment influx in central Louisiana is attributed to deltaic progradation 

along the central Mississippi axis. Galloway et al., 2000 places the centtal Mississippi 

(CM) depositíonal axis in tiie appropriate location in relation to the interpreted deltaic 

lobe in these data (Figure 5.17). During lower Miocene time the geographic dispersion of 

depocenters around the central Gulf margins reached Us greatest extent, indicating a very 

high degree of sediment influx. From our isochron and isopach data, the trend of the 
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deltaic thickening shows that the delta lobe is angled slightly toward the west. This 

follows the expectcd trcnd in thc dircction of longshore currents in the Gulf of Mexico 

w'hich pre\ail in the wcstward direction since well before the Miocene. In conclusion, 

the lower Miocene in this region is dominated by stmctural features related to salt 

tectonics and stratigraphic features related to a prograding delta that are traditionally ideal 

targets for hydrocarbon exploration. 

Discussion 

Recognizing this area of depositional thickening related to the central Mississippi 

depocenter demonsttates the importance of fliture exploration efforts in the deeper 

reaches of this area. As mentioned previously, the lower Miocene is currently not being 

produced from, yet the potential for deep gas reserves is a great incentive to push the 

limitations of exploration in this area. This work has identified stmctural and 

sttatigraphic targets for future exploration. The central Mississippi depocenter in the 

lower Miocene is a good candidate for fiirther work. This future work would require 

developing a sequence stratigraphic framework of the lower Miocene consistent with that 

of the middle and upper Miocene strata and seismic data. 
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Figure 5.1. Location of seismic section at in-line 1550. 

30.2 km (18.8 mi) 

Figure 5.2. Seismic section at in-line 1550 showing salt domes in the lower Miocene. 
Differential sediment loading causes the salt to rise and migrate along first-order 
growth faults Fl and F3. 
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30.2 km (18.8 mi) 

Figure 5.3. Seismic section at in-line 1550. The area of pronounced sediment loading is 
shown between the thick black lines. This increased sedimentation is interpreted 
to be within an ancient delta lobe and responsible for the observed saU 
mobilization. 
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30.2 km (18.8 mi) 

Figure5.4. Seismic section at in-line 1550. Example of rollover features commonly 
associated with first-order growth faults. Rollovers are commonly found in the 
deeper portions of the fault where offset is the greatest. They are excellent targets 
for hydrocarbon accvmiulations. 
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Figure 5.5. Time stmcture map of horizon T7. The eastem edge of this horizon tmncates 
against salt dome A where hydrocarbons are likely to be ttapped. 
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Figure 5.6. Time stmcture map of horizon T5. The horizon is stmcturally high on the 
eastem margin (red colors) where it is tmncated by growth fault F3. This 
truncation serves as a good trapping mechanism. 
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30.2 km(18.8 mi) 

Figure 5.7. Seisnuc section at in-line 1550. SaU roller-related faults such as F3 develop 
during the first stage of salt movement. As salt continues to localize, the salt wdll 
begin to climb up the upthrown side of the fault, causing rotation of the fault 
block and collapse of graben between two salt walls. The salt of dome interest 
here is salt dome B. 
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Figure 5.8. Time stmcture map of horizon T6. The stmctural high (red) which truncates 
on the downthrown block of fault F3 may have trapping potential. 
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Figure 5.9. Location of seismic section at cross-line 320. 
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Figure 5.10. Seismic section at cross-line 320 showing a significant southwestward 
thickeiting depositional ttend. This pronoimced thickening can be attributed to an 
excess of sediment supply over accommodation space. 
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Figure 5.11. Instantaneous fi-equency attribute for horizon T4. Areas of continuity and 
low frequency may represent areas of interest with respect to depositional 
enviromnent and hydrocarbon presence. For example, a low fi-equency anomaly 
could indicate the presence of hydrocarbons and increased sand thickness. 
Frequency continuity may indicate a distinct depositional envirorunent such as a 
delta lobe. These areas are indicated by arrows and circles. 
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Figure 5.12. Instantaneous phase attribute for horizon T4. This attribute is best for 
highlighting continuity. Zones of continuity are distinguished by arrows, phase 
anomaly indicated by circle. 
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Figure5.13. Instantaneous amplitude attribute for horizon T4. High amplitude 
anomalies can indicate changes in depositional envirormient or lithological 
changes. Areas of high amplitude are indicated by black arrows. 
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Figure 5.14. Coherency horizon slice of horizon T4 flattened at 3700 ms. Chaotic zone 
indicating salt intrusion and continuities indicating correlative depositional 
envirormient are indicated by arrows. Similar traces are mapped with high 
coherence coefficients whereas discontinuities have low coherence coefficients. 
Stratigraphic features generate similar discontinuities resulting in sharp detection 
of reef and channel boundaries, as well as deltaic sediments. High coherenee can 
be seen in the area of pronounced sediment thickening. 
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Figure 5.15. Isochron map between horizon T3 and horizon T4. Distinct depositional 
thickening is shown by the darker colors in primarily the southwestem portion of the 
map. This thickening pattem is suggestive of a delta lobe. 
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Figure5.16. Isopach map fi-om the interval between D3 and D4. The black lines are 
added for emphasis of the depositional pattem. The depositional pattem 
resembles that of a delta lobe. The angular distortion of the delta to the west is 
consistent with the east to west direction of longshore currents in the Gulf of 
Mexico that have persisted throughout the Cenozoic. 
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Figure 5.17. Principal (caps) and secondary (lower case) Cenozoic sediment dispersal 
axes of the Gulf of Mexico Basin. CM = Central Mississippi, which was the 
location of the active delta during the lower Miocene. The inferred location of 
what we interpret as a delta lobe is marked in green (modified from Galloway et 
al., 2000). 
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CIIAP lER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Miocene of coastal and offshore Louisiana has significant potential for 

addifional resourccs through interfield and intrafield development as well as from deeper 

areas. It is this potential that creates a need for increased research in the region. Through 

seismic exploration methods, this research has identified several locations that appear to 

have resource potential based on their structural and stratigraphic context. The lower 

Miocene was the focus for this research because of its resource potential coupled with its 

lack of production and published work in the region. Previous studies neglected the 

lower Miocene in this area because the structural complexity and low data quality 

compared to middle and upper Miocene intervals make interpretation of these data 

difficult. While degradation of seismic data quality is a significant obstacle, these retain 

sttong enough character at depth to detect the general structural and sttatigraphic 

relationships. Knowing the general stmctural and sttatigraphic relationships allows us to 

highlight areas that could be zones of hydrocarbon accumulation. Highlighting these 

areas can help increase the value of this area by helping fiiture explorationists guide their 

efforts toward more detailed investigations. 

The lower Miocene of this region is dominated by deltaic sedimentation and salt 

tectonics. The interpretation of the lower Miocene in this region shows a large salt dome 

(salt dome A), located primarily in the northwestem quadrant of the survey, that is 

responsible for the deformation of the surrounding sedimentation (Figure 6.1). Salt dome 
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A is likely the result of diíYercntial loading, which can be related back to the deltaic 

sedimentation of the early Miocene. A gcncral relationship exists between the amount of 

overburden and the amount of salt mobilization. The Louisiana shelf of the early 

Miocene provided significant sediment influx that can be attributed to the central 

Mississippi dispersal axis that dominated the central Gulf margin within the survey area. 

It is this deltaic sedimentation and associated salt tectonics that make the lower Miocene 

an area of great potential for hydrocarbon accumulations. 

There are also an abundance of syndepositional growth faults and post-

depositional gra\'ity faults in the Gulf Coast that can be related to salt movement or 

difîerential depositional loading. The nature of these faults can have a significant impact 

on the local sedimentation and hydrocarbon potential. The interpretation of the lower 

Miocene for this survey has identified five first-order growth faults (Fl through F5), two 

of which ttend along the flanks of sah domes (Fl and F3) (Figure 6.1). Associated with 

the mobilization of salt dome B is a crestal fault (K) that forms a coUapse graben, and a 

salt roUer-related fault along the eastem flank of sah dome B. The presence of these 

types of faults associated with salt mobilization would indicate stages 1 and 2 of salt 

movement because they generally form during the pre-diapiric stage. Stages 3 and 4 of 

salt movement occur when the salt becomes diapiric and pierces the overlying sediments. 

The interpretation of salt domes A and B is that they are early stage saK domes which did 

not progress to the diapiric stage. This interpretation is based largely on their shape and 

orientation with respect to the surrounding sediments (Figure 6.1). 
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Areas of hydrocarbon generation and accumulation are commonly associated with 

deltaic sedimentation and salt tectonics in the Gulf Coast. The interpretation has 

identified se\cral areas olpossible accumulation based on the stmctural and strafigraphic 

relationships of the lower Miocenc. These areas of interest are influenced mainly by the 

salt stmctures. Horizon T4 is the deepest horizon that can reasonably be tied across the 

enfire seismic volume and this horizon overlies the top of salt dome A, located in the 

northwestem quadrant of the survey (Figure 6.1). The analysis has determined that the 

flanks of this salt dome are areas worthy of further investigation due to their associated 

trapping stmctiu-es. Deeper horizons such as T5 and T7 are interpreted along the edges of 

salt dome A. T7 truncates on the westem edge of salt dome A while T5 begins to the east 

of salt dome A, lies stratigraphically above salt dome B, and truncates to the east along 

first-order growth fault F3 (Figure 6.1). These stmcture maps show regional highs that 

hold hydrocarbon ttapping potential. Stratigraphically they are within the area 

interpreted to be a delta lobe and therefore have great source bed potential. The third 

deep horizon that has the stmctural context for trapping potential is Horizon T6. The 

stmctural high of horizon T6 has potential for hydrocarbon reservoir where it truncates 

against growth fault F3 and forms a fauk-drag trap (Figure 6.1). Figure 6.1 summarizes 

the principal horizons and stmctural features that shaped the interpretatíon of the lower 

Miocene presented here. 

Seismic attributes were a useful tool in highlighting anomalous areas in the lower 

Miocene from which interpretations were made. Several attributes were calculated 

however, phase, frequency, and amplitude attributes were the most useful in 
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characterizing the data. These attributes show that therc are anomalous values in several 

areas of interest already dctermined from timc and depth stmcture maps. Horizon T4 

shows a low frequency anomaly where it truncates against the east side of salt dome A 

(Figure 5.11). I'his anomaly is coincident with the area of pronounced sedimentation that 

we interpret to be part of a delta lobe. Similarly, the instantaneous phase attribute reveals 

a phase anomaly here and also a zone of high contínuity to the southwest of salt dome A 

(Figure 5.12). This continuity is íurther highlighted by instantaneous amplitude. The 

correlated high amplitude anomaly can be suggestive of similar lithology and/or 

depositíonal system (Figure 5.13). In addition, the contínuitíes observed in the coherency 

slice (Figure 5.14) are in agreement with these seismic attributes. As a resuh, our 

confídence in the interpretation is enhanced. 

The depositional system that seems to be correlatíve with the seismic attíibutes in 

this region is a delta lobe. Isochron and isopach maps generated between horizons T3 

and T4 indicate a trend of sediment thickening that was interpreted as deltaic 

sedimentatíon. The shape of the thickening resembles a delta lobe, and the direction of 

progradatíon seems to be south and slightly westward, in agreement with the longshore 

current directíon of the gulf (Figures 5.15, 5.16). This delta lobe appears to be related to 

tiie central Mississippi dispersal axis which dominated centtal Gulf margin 

paleogeography in the early through late Miocene. Within the region of pronounced 

thickening and sedimentation, and especially along its flanks, is where fiittire and more 

detailed work should be focused. 
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Another iniportant consideration for the lower Miocene in this region is the 

sequence of geologic cvents that produccd the structural complexity observed. In-line 

1550 in the seismic profile is one of the best places to analyze the sequence of events 

because it illusttates many of the important stmctures in a single seismic line. The first 

stmctural e\ents to occur in this region are the five íirst-order growth faults because they 

form syndepositionally due to differential sediment loading. Because of the voluminous 

amount of sediment influx provided by the central Mississippi dispersal axis, growth 

faults such as F1 and F3 began forming as sediment continued to accumulate in the 

depocenter (Figure 6.2, time A). This continued sediment loading over long periods of 

time led to the mobilization of the underlying salt bodies. As the salt mobilized, it began 

to migrate and localize into separate stmctures. In the early stage of mobilization the salt 

moves both laterally and vertically, out from under the sediment load of the prograding 

delta. The salt then starts to migrate upward along the fault planes of Fl and F3 (Figure 

6.2. time B). As the salt rises in section, it causes extension in the overlying sediment 

and rotation of the fault block. To accommodate this extension, faulting begins in the 

overlying sediment. This produces the second-order faults M, N, and K, and the drop 

graben (Figure 6.2, time B). The extension is shown in Figure 6.2 from tíme A to time B. 

Time A represents what a cross section of this region (in-Iine 1550) would have looked 

like before the effects caused by pronounced sediment loading, saU mobilization, and 

extension of the overiying sediment (i.e. tiie drop graben). Time B shows the present day 

relationship of the faults in this region to illustrate the regional extension (represented by 

the displacements of points X and Y shown in red on the figure). Eventually, the rising 
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salt reaches equilibrium with the overiying sediment and their buoyancy is halted. Salt 

domes A and B appear lo have stopped their progression around the second stage of salt 

mo\'ement. They have not yet becomc piercement salt domes. Rather, they have more of 

a •'bell-like" shape with their sides sloping outward at angles of approximately 45 

degrees. This shape is more characteristic of the second stage of salt movement. 

Figure 6.3 was created to show my interpretation of the lower Miocene within this 

surve\ with respect to the ttacked horizons and the major stmctural features such as first-

order growth faults, salt dome A, and the interpreted delta lobe. This figure is different 

from the time and depth maps presented earlier such that it does not represent features 

that occur at the same relative sttatigraphic interval. Some features stratigraphically 

overly others. For example, the drop graben with rollover features overlies sah dome A. 

In creating this figure, some spatial accuracy had to be compromised in order to represent 

most of tiie important stmctural features. It is intended as a way to visually summarize 

the interpretation of the lower Miocene in this survey, as has been presented and 

discussed in the previous chapters. 

This work has highlighted several areas within the lower Miocene of this survey 

that have potential for deep gas reserves. While these areas have been discussed and 

determined to have qualities that encourage more detailed analysis, a system to rank the 

regions of interest has not yet been presented. After analyzing these specifically 

identified areas and the quality of traps likely to occur in the given geological setting, we 

ranked tíieir likely importance to fiattue hydrocarbon exploration. Drilling costs and 

volumetric potential were also important factors in ranking our preference for each of 
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tiiese target areas. Ihc first place we rccommend for future exploration is the collapse 

graben containing rollover features, which arc excellent traps for hydrocarbons, adjacent 

to first-order growth fault II (Figure 6.3). An important reason for prioritizing this target 

area is that it is the shallowest of the target areas this research has identified and therefore 

would be the most cost eftective with respect to drilling. The second area recommended 

for attention would be horizon T5 along the anticline above salt dome B (Figure 6.3, 

marked in red, salt dome B not shown since it is in a deeper region). The stmctural high 

truncating against first-order growth fault F3 would make an excellent trap. Furthermore, 

the size of the interpretable area is large compared to other interpreted areas in the lower 

Miocene within this survey. If this area were to be productive, the great amount of 

source bed would provide large enough volumes of production that this may lead to a 

large field and not just a single play, which would justify the cost of initial drilling. The 

third area to consider should be along the flanks of the delta lobe, especially where 

seismic attributes and coherency values show encouraging results. Delta lobes and the 

associated high sedimentation rates would provide a large amount of source bed and an 

increased likelihood of good porosity due to the nature of rapid burial. In addition, 

seismic attributes for this study indicate great sand thickness, lateral continuity, and 

possible hydrocarbon accumulation along the flanks of the depocenter. These areas are 

the most likely to be productive and therefore tíie first places along the delta 

recommended for attention (Figure 6.3). The fourth area for consideration should be 

horizon T7. T7 forms a good trap because its eastem edge is a stmctural high that 

ttiincates against salt dome A. Tmncation traps against salt stiaicttires are usually small 
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but can also bc quite numerous along the edge of the structure. The mapped area could 

hold promise and so might the area both stratigraphically above and below it along the 

margin of the salt structure (ligure 6.3). Thc fifth area to consider for attention is 

horizon T6. T6 has a stmctural high on its western edge that tmncates against F3 and 

forms a fault drag trap against it (Figure 6.3). The horizon becomes increasingly difficult 

to tt^ack to tiie soutiieast due to diminished signal resulting from stmctural complexity 

related to another possible salt sttucture. This area's best potential would be the 

interpreted ttap along F3. but it is a small region and would be the biggest gamble of all 

the potential areas this work has highlighted. 

This research has produced an interpreted seismic data set that has been correlated 

to sonic logs using synthetic seismograms. In addition I have described the stmctural and 

stratigraphic relationships of the lower Miocene and identified regions based on these 

relationships that could hold futiu'e reserves. While these regions may have great 

potential, it is important to mention that these are not prospects, but merely suggested 

areas for where fiirther investigations should be focused. A trap is only prospective if it 

has a good reservoir, an effective seal, good source beds, and a migration path from 

source beds to the trap. These parameters caimot be determined in this area without 

performing more detailed analysis Also, knowing sequence boimdaries and their 

associated production trends are important in this region because of their effect on 

resource distiibution. Work relating these seismic data to known sequence stratigraphic 

framework of the middle and upper Miocene will need to be extended to better 

understand the lower Miocene in this region. 
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Ihe Miocene of coastal and offshore Louisiana has tremendous regions with 

appropriate structurcs and sedimcntation histories for likely oil and gas reserves. With 

exploration of upper to mid-Miocene sediments in the Cîulf at a mature stage of 

de\ elopment, the lower Miocene provides the best potential for new resources. The key 

to future discoveries in this area is in a thorough understanding of the depositional 

history. Such an understanding will require a more detailed analysis of the region 

combining stratigraphic and stmctural analysis with well log analysis to identify a 

detailed sequence sttatigraphic framework in the lower Miocene. All of this will be 

necessary to make the lower Miocene of this region a productive interval. While this 

region demonstrates significant potential for future production, the importance of 

production from an interval of this depth wiU ultimately depend on economics and 

improved drilling techniques. 
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30.2 km (18.8 mi) 

Figure 6.1. Seismic section at in-Iine 1550. Summary of the principal horizons and 
stmctural features that influenced the interpretation of the lower Miocene this 
work has presented. 
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TimeA 

Approximately 20 km (12.5 ml) 

Figure 6.2. Progression of geologic events between time A (top) and time B (bottom). 
Pronounced sedimentation and the subsequent salt mobilization caused extension 
in the overlying sediment. This extension was accommodated by second-order 
faults M,N, and K, and the drop graben shown at time B. The amount of 
extension is represented by the displacements of X and Y shown in red. 
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35 km 

Figure 6.3. Visual sununary of interpreted featvires in the lower Miocene of this survey. 
This figure highlights important stmctural features such as the five first-order 
growth faults (green), three deep horizons (gray), salt dome A (white), drop 
graben with roUover features (dark green), and outline of the interpreted delta 
lobe (blue). Darker colored features represent stmctures that are sttatigraphically 
deeper than the lighter colored features. For example, the dark green faults 
represent their location at a deeper region in the seismic section whereas the 
equivalent light green faults represent their location at a shallower region in the 
seismic section. Some spatial accuracy had to be compromised in order to 
represent these features, which do not all occur at the same stratigraphic interval. 
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APPENDIX A 

INDEX OF WELL LOGS 
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Table A. 1. Index of the seventeen sonic logs used in this study. File names are as they 
appear in the Minerals Management Services public log database and the 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources public log database. 

File Name 

SM000394 

SM0004I5 
SM000424 

SM000443 

SM000497 

SM000513 

SM000525 

SM000625 

SM000690 

SM000712 

SM009430 

VR000978 

VR001049 

VR001074 

VR001818 
VR001864 

SL219301 

Area 

SMI 
SMI 
SMI 
SMI 
SMI 
SMI 
SMI 
SMI 
SMI 
SMI 
SMI 
VR 
VR 
VR 
VR 
VR 
SL 

Block 

242 
221 
219 
236 
229 
221 
228 
210 
236 
222 
243 
30 
31 
31 
50 
50 
207 

API# 

177074045300 

177074046600 

177074047300 
177074049000 

177074055300 

177074060600 

177074058100 
177074069300 

177074077700 

177074039800 

177074040400 

177054061800 
177054065300 

177054068900 

177054024200 

177054026400 

177072013300 

Lease 

00310 

00310 
00310 

00310 

00310 
00310 

00310 
00310 

00310 

00310 
G04270 

G04785 

G02868 

G02868 

G03392 

G03392 

00340 

Well 
Name 
111 
118 
122 
128 
141 
146 
147 
176 
199 
400 
C003 

005 
016 
021 
BOOl 

DOOl 

005 

Run Date 

05/07/1984 

11/28/1984 
12/03/1984 

05/03/1985 

04/06/1988 
03/19/1991 
08/11/1989 

09/07/1995 

09/19/1998 
06/22/1982 

10/20/1982 

12/19/1983 

09/01/1984 
06/30/1985 

05/31/1977 

01/09/1978 

N/A 

BLI 

(ft) 
11207 

12467 
14742 

12528 
10521 

14090 
11445 
12500 

18130 
12950 

12263 

12300 
14600 

11380 

14900 
17700 

11800 

TLI 

(ft) 
4000 

3200 
12396 

3400 
3102 

13033 
3200 
4100 

14700 
3400 
11444 

3500 
12400 

3500 
4500 

4600 

4600 
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